Laser Spa Group’s Training Registration

**Laser Spa Group** certificate courses are offered in Laser Hair Removal, BBL/IPL (Broad Band Light/Intense Pulsed Light) for Skin Rejuvenation, Cellulite & Body Contouring, Tattoo Removal, Thermocoagulation with Thermo-Lo, Chemical Peels, SilkPeel Dermalinfusion, Microdermabrasion and more. They have been designed for those students with the appropriate pre-requisites, including aestheticians, electrologists, other laser system operators, nurses, cosmetologists, medical personnel/assistants and physicians. Laser Spa Group is operated under the supervision of Bozana Skojo, who has been specializing in laser hair removal procedures for 16 years, and an experienced aesthetician for almost 20 years. We have several experienced and qualified educators to train you in your chosen course.

**Why Participate in this Course?**

This industry we participate in is highly skilled and professional, however we believe to ensure good and safe client care for cosmetic light treatments (i.e. hair removal and skin rejuvenation) we need to have in place minimum professional standards of practice. The Laser Training Course gives a solid grounding in the understanding of laser light and intense pulse light, how it works, an overview of skin and hair anatomy and physiology, best practice, thorough documentation, safety, recognizing potential hazards, contraindications, and an overview of the different technologies available. You will be offered ongoing education and support from our company. If our student chooses to reach our certification standard, then this course is the first step in achieving this. Our aim to is ensure that all laser and intense pulse light operators practice professionally, safely and with expert knowledge. Our point of difference is almost 20 years experience in the cosmetic/appearance industry and over 16 years knowledge and expertise with lasers. We have been teaching nurses, aestheticians, electrologists and other laser operators the use of lasers throughout the last ten years. We believe that ongoing support, peer review and the availability of advice from experienced operators is essential for good clinical practice.

For medical based aestheticians, certification in Laser Hair Removal is important for the following reasons:

- The Spa and Medical market may require certification or some experience for employment
- To demonstrate a standard level of knowledge and competency equal to or greater than others in your field
- To also demonstrate that you are interested in maintaining higher standards in the field of Laser Hair Removal as a professional and industry expert
- To effectively limit the liability of employers
- Certification and training is a method to elevate your status and legitimacy amongst your peers and future employers, and to also demonstrate competency with potential and existing government regulatory agencies. Some U.S. states and some insurance companies are requiring courses of 24-50 hours to perform procedures.
Our 5 Day Laser Fundamentals Course will provide physicians, nurses, medical assistants, aestheticians, electrologists, other laser system operators or those in related field with a thorough understanding of both theoretical and practical concepts of laser hair removal laser vein removal and photorejuvenation (photofaials).

Our 4 Day Laser Training Course will provide physicians, nurses, medical assistants, aestheticians, electrologists, other laser system operators or those in related field with a thorough understanding of both theoretical and practical concepts.

Our 2 Day Advanced Laser Training Course will provide physicians, nurses, medical assistants, aestheticians, electrologists, other laser system operators or those in related field with a thorough understanding of both theoretical and practical concepts. (*If you only require a ‘Laser Refresher’ course and already have certification on Laser or IPL and wish to upgrade or improve your skills, then you may take the 2 Day Advanced Training Course. Proof of certification in laser or IPL is mandatory to take the Advanced Laser Training.)

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS:

The Laser Hair Removal training course offered by Laser Spa Group has been developed for licensed Aestheticians, Electrologists, training and/or work experience as a Laser System Operator, or those covered under a cosmetologist license, health professionals, as well as medical professionals including doctors, nurses, medical assistants, and those with a medical background as verified by copies of certificates and diplomas and those in related field or work-related experience.

Laser Hair Removal Services are governed under different licensing laws in almost every State in the U.S. It is the responsibility of each student who is wishing to practice services in their own business to verify that the laws pertaining to laser hair removal services are met. In Canada, no such licensing exists at this time.

Curriculum : 5 Day Laser Fundamentals Course
Upon successful completion of this course you will be able to upgrade your skills in your chosen profession.
Pre-requisite: Aesthetics Diploma, Aesthetics Certificate, Skin Care Certificate, Nurse(R.N), Electrolysis Diploma, training and/or work experience as a Laser System Operator or Health Professional and Physicians.
Duration: 30 Hours
Evaluation: Theory & Practical Assessment
Cost: $2,100
**Curriculum: 4 Day Laser Training Course**
Upon successful completion of this course you will be able to upgrade your skills in your chosen profession.
*Pre-requisite:* Aesthetics Diploma, Aesthetics Certificate, Skin Care Certificate, Nurse(R.N), Electrolysis Diploma, training and/or work experience as a Laser System Operator or Health Professional and Physicians.
**Duration:** 24 Hours
**Evaluation:** Theory & Practical Assessment
**Cost:** $1,500
**Includes:** study guides, work sheets, tests, consultation book, necessities and Laser Spa Group workbook/manual.

**Curriculum: 2 Day Advanced Laser Training**
Upon successful completion of this course you will be able to work as a Laser, or IPL technician in medical centres, wellness centres, doctor’s offices, fitness centres, spas, salons, and so on. This 12-hour intense course, taught by experienced laser operators will give you invaluable insight into Lasers.
*Pre-requisite:* Laser Technician Equivalent Certificate or Electrolysis Diploma. If you already have a certificate in laser or IPL, and wish to fast track or obtain a ‘refresher’ to the Advanced Hands-On, proof of certification needs to be submitted. Otherwise the 4 day Laser Training course will be mandatory.
**Duration:** 12 Hours
**Evaluation:** Theory & Practical Assessment
**Cost:** $995
**Includes:** study guides, work sheets, tests, consultation book, necessities and Laser Spa Group workbook/manual.

**Course Schedule**
Courses will begin every month from January through December. Laser Spa Group only allows a maximum of 1-6 students per class, making the student to teacher ratio 6 to 1. We are even able to do one on one if the scheduling permits. Depending on the prior education and experience of the applicant, the allotted time for completion of each program is as follows:
- **5 Day Laser Fundamentals Course** – 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
- **4 Day Laser Training Course** - 10:00 am to 4:00
- **2 Day Advanced Training Course** - 10:00 am to 4:00 pm.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES
Training and instruction includes:
Basic laser physics and laser tissue interaction
Patient selection
Hair and skin analysis, basic hair biology and growth cycles
Laser parameters: wavelength, chromophore, pulse duration, repetition rate, spot size, energy settings and their effect upon result.
Photodynamic and flashlamp (IPL) methods of hair removal
Skin typing, fluence selection, topical applications, pre and post patient care
Contraindications to treatment
Laser safety issues for the patient and operator
Hair removal techniques, policy/procedures and M.D. involvement
How to conduct effective patient consultations
Extensive hands-on practice on LightSheer diode laser system
Regulatory issues and meeting requirements
Understand the market pricing for the services offered
Marketing and advertising your laser business for success

Placement Assistance

Laser Spa Group assists its graduates in locating employment opportunities, with the help of our affiliates and distributors and offers advice on being a working professional Laser Technician and on starting a business. Laser Spa Group does not guarantee job placement.

Laser Spa Group is dedicated to providing a high quality of care, in a confidential, comfortable and relaxed environment. We are committed to helping students work towards achieving their goals by offering a training program with plenty of theoretical and practical instruction with personal attention to each individual. You will develop the skills necessary to succeed in this increasingly competitive workplace. Our open-door policy ensures that everyone that has enrolled will be offered the opportunity to come visit our location with any questions or concerns, or even a ‘refresher’ on our lasers.
Please complete this form and return with full tuition payment for Laser Training Course is $1,500 plus 13% HST ($195) = $1695. Full payment for the Advanced Laser Training ‘refresher’ (a proof of laser certificate is mandatory) will be $995 plus 13% HST ($129.35) = $1,124.35. Full payment of the Laser Fundamentals Course is $2,100 plus 13% HST ($273) = $237. Deadline is 4 weeks prior to your 1st choice training date ($500 deposit), or a deposit ($1,000.00) for class dates before 4 weeks. Upon receipt of full tuition payment, your course dates will be confirmed, and you will be provided with all necessary information and receive materials via Canada Post so you may be able to review your class package before class commencement. We reserve the right to reschedule classes in the case of special circumstances.

Please print clearly and provide us with the following information:

Name: Ms. / Miss / Mr. / Dr.

____________________________________________________________________________________

Address___________________________ City:______________________________________________

Province __________________________ Postal Code:________________________________________

Country: ___________________________________________ Home Phone:_______________________

Cell Phone: __________________________ Business Phone:______________________________

Fax: __________________________ E-mail:________________________________________________

Alternate Email: ______________________ Web Address: ________________________________

How did you hear about us? ____________________________________________________________

Services currently offered, if any:

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

How long have you been in business? ___________________________________________________

Please list your Education - Degrees, Certifications, Licenses, Experience

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Current knowledge of laser hair removal, if any.

____________________________________________________________________________________
Have you ever worked with a laser or laser hair removal system? If yes please describe.

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

What laser training / continuing education / workshops have you attended?

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

Date that you would like to attend the course

1st choice

________________________________________________________________________________________

2nd choice

________________________________________________________________________________________

3rd choice

________________________________________________________________________________________

Your signature: __________________________ Date: __________________________

Method of payment – Visa, Mastercard, Interac, Cash, Certified Cheque, Money Order, e-transfer to info@laserspagroup.com. No photography, videotaping, or sound reproduction is permitted during your class. Minors are not accepted.

Credit Card Info: Visa or Mastercard Credit Card Number: __________________________

Credit Card Expiry: __________________________ Version Code (3 digits on back of card): __________________________

Amount to be charged on Credit Card: ________________ Signature: __________________________

Registration Fee: A registration fee of $500 is required with the application contract. If you are accepted to attend the training program, the registration fee will then be applied toward your course. This fee also covers the cost of manual and materials required. A full refund will be made to those not accepted.

Registration: Advance registration is imperative. Please apply for enrollment one month prior to start date by submitting a completed Application. The remaining monies due for training must arrive at the facility 2 weeks prior arrival date. The application contract and $500 registration fee can be submitted by any of these methods below. Full payment is required 4 weeks in advance for our free rental offer.

- Register by mail: (Laser Spa Group, 36 Hess Street South, Suite 202, ON L8P 1B5
- Registration by E-mail: info@laserspagroup.com (e-transfer) *please give security answer
- Register by telephone with a major credit card: 905-393-SKIN (7546)
- Register in person. Make an appointment with the office at - Laser Spa Group, 36 Hess Street South, Suite 202. Hamilton, ON L8P 3N1